### Bachelor of Laws with Honours LLB(Hons) 4/5 Years 540 Points

#### Year 1
120 points

- **Legal Method** LAWS103
- **Legal Systems & Societies** LAWS106
- **Constitutional Law** LAWS107
- **One 100 Level Paper in same subject**
- **One 100 Level Paper in any subject**
- **100 Level Paper in any subject**

#### Compulsory Law Papers

#### Year 2
120 points

- **Jurisprudence** LAWS203
- **Contracts** LAWS204
- **Administrative Law** LAWS206
- **Torts** LAWS207
- **One 200 Level Paper in same subject**
- **One 200 Level Paper in any subject**

#### Non-Law Elective Papers

#### Year 3
120 points

- **Crimes** LAWS301
- **Corporate Entities** LAWS305
- **Dispute Resolution** LAWS306
- **Land Law** LAWS307
- **Equity & Succession** LAWS308
- **400 Level Paper**

#### Elective Law Papers

#### Year 4
120 points

- **400 Level Paper**
- **400 Level Paper**
- **400 Level Paper**
- **400 Level Paper**
- **400 Level Paper**
- **HONOURS Paper**
- **HONOURS Paper**
- **HONOURS Paper**

The Bachelor of Laws degree comprises of a total of 480 points. 100 points should come from other subjects (some subjects and papers may have individual entry requirements). The 100 points non-law component of the LLB degree consists of two 100 Level papers in the same subject, two 100 Level papers in any subject and two 200 Level papers in the same subject.

* Two 100 Level papers in any subject may not include professional Teacher Education Papers.

All 100, 200 and 300 Level compulsory law papers are worth 20 points.

To satisfy requirements of New Zealand Council of Legal Education, students wishing to proceed to a professionals programme and admission as a Barrister and Solicitor must complete a 400 Level paper in Legal Ethics LAWS436 (10 points).

Students who wish to enroll in LAWS305 and LAWS426 may count LAWS426 as one of the 400 Level papers. Students need to complete 140 points at 400 Level.